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Collectors & collectibles

When I was a kid, I collected things. So did just about everyone I knew: all kinds of things, from bubble-gum cards to Star Trek 
memorabilia, from footballers’ autographs to stamps. For many of us our first collection was an important step in the process of 
growing up: it was a way of defining ourselves as different from others, and almost every collection I remember shows something of 
the individual nature of the collector.

Sometimes the subject of a collection is very specific: egg cups, for example or button hooks. These can be further limited by 
defining the material – bone china eggcups – or the dates – eighteenth century button hooks. The search for suitable items is part of 
the pleasure of collecting, and some people are so highly focused they will only accept items that they themselves acquire directly; 
others accept contributions from friends and family, and are perhaps less exacting, allowing a ceramic donkey to intrude into a horse 
collection, or an astronaut to appear among dolls in national dress.

There are times when the individual element of a collection is imposed by external circumstances: bubble-gum cards, for example, 
raise the possibility of you getting a card none of your friends has. The final result of a complete set may be the same – particularly 
now missing numbers can be found on e-bay – but there is still an element of chance in the acquisition sequence that makes the 
process less than 100%predictable.

These thoughts of collections and collectors are, of course, prompted by the coleccionables or fascículos that are to be found in 
quioscos de prensa every year at this time. They are the subject of major TV advertising campaigns and, for me, they seem to miss the 
point completely.

Why have a collection of toy dogs if they will be identical to and acquired in exactly the same order as the ones your best friend has? 
Where’s the pleasure in owning a collection of fans or thimbles or crystal figures that are stored in precisely the right display unit and 
which are exactly the same as those found in thousands of other houses around the country?

There’s no effort involved in these collections, and no personalisation. There’s not even the problem of what to do if you miss buying 
a number when you’re on holiday: the quiosquero will save it for you – if you haven’t already signed up for personal delivery with the 
associated savings and the convenience of receiving each month’s worth of instalments all in one go.

And what about the collections on offer? Of course there are relatively logical series, like the complete works of Isabel Allende or all 
the films of Alfred Hitchcock on DVD. But there are other collections which do away with the need to travel or search, and completely 
annul the potential joy of serendipitous discovery of an item your collection lacks. There’s not just stamps – all organised, catalogued 
and packed into regular subsets ready to mount in a book that has all the right spaces defined and marked – and national dolls – with 
no need for you or your friends and relations to leave the barrio – but replica antiques: advertising plaques, tin toys and watches 
– though you never need jostle at a jumble sale, nor browse through bric-a-brac to find them; you can even have a complete set of 
reproduction champagne caps – though you may never drink anything stronger than Bitter Kas or Mosto.



This year there are watches with fine art paintings on the faces, any one of which might be of practical use. But just how many 
different watches can one person need to own? The same goes for the series of fountain pens and, to some extent, the fans – which 
don’t even make a decorative display once they’re folded and put away in the specially designed wooden case.

What about the frustration involved in collecting a construction model bit by bit over a period of months? Or the nativity scene that 
you build up piece by piece? In the end you’ll have a complete collection of perfectly matching figures and scenery all to scale, of 
course, but if you start now, you’ll be lucky if the series ends in time for Christmas 2006.

I admit that I still collect things. I compulsively pick up pebbles or shells on days out, and have a few special stones I’ve been sent by 
friends in other countries. I carry a gibber stone from Australia in my purse and have a small piece of chalk from the Westbury White 
Horse on my desk. It just wouldn’t feel the same if I subscribed to the Minerales de Gran Tamaño collection, though. Even individual 
amateur collectors can cause unwanted effects on local geological ecology, so what happens when there are thousands of similar 
pieces required for each of the 80 different stones in the collection? (Not to mention the overlap there must be with the preciosos 
cristales y gemas to be found in the Energía de las Piedras series.)

For me, much of the pleasure of collecting is in making a unique selection of items that are connected in some way. I used to have a 
collection of tigers in all shapes and sizes, from slippers to fridge magnets, from PG Tips wild animal cards to plastic toys. They came 
from all round the world and were collected over a period of many years.

The items in a personal collection like this are connected to the collector in some way. There was one tiger that I bought on a 
particularly memorable trip to Amsterdam; another that came from a Christmas cracker at a company party; others were gifts from 
friends and family. All trigger personal associations, and even though other people might collect tigers, no one else had a collection 
quite the same as mine. It was, in a small way, akin to a diary or a map showing the path my life had taken over a period of years. That 
gave it a special value quite unrelated to the clinically impersonal, off-the-peg collections you can pick up with the newspaper or have 
delivered to your door.

Those who are too lazy to collect things for themselves should visit their local quiosco de prensa or connect to: http://tienda.
rbacoleccionables.com/
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